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Automatic Printhead Alignment Correlation Procedure that
Avoids Recalibration for Fast Printmode
Abstract
Similarly to other products, current PageWide XL Pro printers, present different behavior depending on the printmode selected. Apart from speed, image resolution or ink
quantities, one of the differences is the use of the airflows system. This asset has a significant impact on the printhead alignment compensation results and, consequently, on image
quality.
Since it implies the application of different compensation values depending on the printmode, it would be needed to run a calibration for each airflows on-off case. In this article,
we propose a procedure that avoids performing multiple calibrations by taking advantage of
one done on a certain airflows scenario and generating valid compensations for the rest of
scenarios (printmodes).
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Introduction

In PageWide XL Pro printers, Automatic Printhead Alignment calibration is run using Uniform
Areas or Normal printmodes, in other words, with the airflows system turned on. This is valid
for other printmodes as High Detail or Best since the small print speed difference is not affecting
the compensation values. However, this is a problem when printing in Fast printmode since, in
this scenario, the airflows are not being used due to power limitation. This implies a variation
in printhead alignment compensation that causes vertical white lines in most of the die-to-die
overlap areas.
Currently, there is no workaround applied for this problem, since Fast/Lines printmode is
oriented for CAD applications where image quality is not as important as for posters. Nevertheless, even in CAD drawings, there always could exist some area fill where white lines would
be visible, causing complaints from customers.
Alternatives to avoid this issue could be:
• Reduce the PPS (Print-to-Paper Space) only in Fast/Lines printmode.
That would help to face the fact of not using airflows by trying to have the same ink drop
landing performance on media. This method could lack accuracy and would turn into a
degradation of the variable PPS subsystem.
• Using pre-defined compensation values.
Typically, using a more overlapped alignment could compensate not using the airflows
system. Nevertheless, since PPS is not constant along the printzone, this solution turns
into a non-accurate option, since there would be cases that could need different offsets of
the compensation than the predefined ones.
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• Generate new alignment compensation values without airflows only for a fast printmode.
That would be the most accurate option but implies a waste of media, ink and time for
aligning just one printmode.
Following, we describe a procedure that overcomes this issue and is more robust than the
aforementioned alternatives.
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Description

Current Automatic Printhead Alignment calibration consists on printing 4 different interferential
patterns, 2 per axis: downweb and crossweb, as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Patterns printed during current PH Alignment calibration.
Since the effect of the airflows only affects to the X-axis (crossweb) performance, just one
extra pattern is included to generate the new alignment for the Fast printmode. The new alignment method consists of printing this extra pattern, named crossweb fast, under the following
conditions:
1. Airflows off to simulate fast printmode conditions.
2. Print on the same page than crossweb fine pattern to avoid extra media waste.
3. Use the latest generated alignment values (the ones generated with airflows on) to capture
only residual compensation error due to the non-usage of the airflows.
4. Scan and post-process the new pattern as it is done with the rest of the alignment patterns.
The new crossweb fast pattern can include a variable correction range, in figure 2, it is shown
+/- 1 compensation case.
Entering more into detail, before printing the new interferential without airflows, it has
been computed the final alignment values that will be used for Normal and Best printmodes.
While this alignment values are being computed, the media remains in the printzone. Once the
values are calculated, the media moves backwards, the airflows are turned off and the media
goes forward again so the new crossweb fast interferential is printed. After that, it is scanned
with the line-sensor as usual (3 scans for the +/-1 compensation case). Note that this new
interferential plot is printed in the blank space found at the last page of the current printhead
alignment calibration. With this, we avoid any kind of media waste.
Finally, the sensor signals are post-processed in a regular basis and the crossweb re-adjustments
are stored for later usage. At the end of the procedure there will be 2 different alignment compensations, one for Normal and Best printmodes and the new one, exclusively for the Fast
printmode. The proposed pen alignment workflow is detailed in figure 3.
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Figure 2: New crossweb Fast interferential pattern printed below last crossweb Fine pattern.

Figure 3: New PH Alignment workflow, that contains new alignment for fast printmodes.
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Conclusion

In this article, we have presented a short extra procedure for the Automatic Printhead Alignment
calibration that allows for an image quality improvement for the Fast/Lines printmode case.
Besides, such enhancement is achieved without incurring in additional media waste and is
obtained with a very low time and ink waste.
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